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S-BPM ONE: Setting the Stage for Subject-Oriented Business Process ManagementSpringer, 2010

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First Workshop on Subject-Oriented Business Process Management, S-BPM ONE 2009, held in Karlsruhe, Germany, in October 2009. The papers are organized in topical sections on visionary engagements; essential capabilities; and penetration perspectives.


	This volume contains a...
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DB2 pureXML Cookbook: Master the Power of the IBM Hybrid Data ServerIBM Press, 2009

	Hands-On Solutions and Best Practices for Developing and Managing XML Database Applications with DB2


	 


	More and more database developers and DBAs are being asked to develop applications and manage databases that involve XML data. Many are utilizing...
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours (5th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to use SQL to build effective databases, efficiently retrieve your data, and manage everything from performance to security! Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll learn hands-on through practical examples. Each lesson...
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Interactive InDesign CS5: Take your Print Skills to the Web and BeyondFocal Press, 2010

	The release of InDesign CS5 is nothing short of revolutionary. Now you can apply all the tools that have made InDesign the industry standard for print, to design for interactive electronic media too. With the release of Creative Suite 5, InDesign has evolved from print to “printeractive!” Designers expected to meet the demands of...
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Keyboarding and Word Processing, Complete Course, Lessons 1-120: Microsoft Word 2010: College KeyboardingSouth-Western College, 2010

	College Keyboarding solutions have a track record of ensuring success,
	and they just keep getting better. You can rely on the new 18th edition to
	provide print and digital solutions for Microsoft Word 2010 that work for
	you. College Keyboarding 18e builds on its time-tested tradition to train,
	improve, and assess profi ciency in...
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Tabletops - Horizontal Interactive Displays (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2010

	This book is an attempt to bring together current research in the domain of interactive
	horizontal displays. The book integrates and summarises findings from the
	most important international tabletop research teams. It provides a state-of-the-art
	overview and allows for the discussion of emerging and future directions in research
	and...
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Cloud Computing BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In the five months that I have been researching and writing Cloud Computing Bible, it has become clear to me that most people recognize that cloud computing is a big deal, even if they are not really clear why that is so. Every day newspaper and magazine articles and radio and TV stories report on cloud computing. The phrase “in the...
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Computers and Intractability: A Guide to the Theory of NP-Completeness (Series of Books in the Mathematical Sciences)W. H. Freeman, 1979

	Few technical lerms have gained such rapid notoriety as the appela
	tion "NP-complete." In the short lime since its introduction in the early
	1970's, this term has come to symbolize the abyss of inherent intractability
	that algorithm designers increasingly face as they seek to solve larger and
	more complex problems. A...
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Turbulence And Coherent Structures in Fluids, Plasmas And Nonlinear Medium (World Scientific Lecture Notes in Complex Systems)World Scientific Publishing, 2006


	The problem of turbulence and coherent structures is of key importance in

	many fields of science and engineering. It is an area which is vigorously

	researched across a diverse range of disciplines such as theoretical physics,

	oceanography, atmospheric science, magnetically confined plasma, nonlinear

	optics, etc. Modern studies...
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Complex Networks: Second International Workshop, CompleNet 2010, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, October 13-15, 2010Springer, 2012


	The International Workshop on Complex Networks—CompleNet

	(www.complenet.org)—was initially proposed in 2008 with the first workshop

	taking place in 2009. The initiative was the result of efforts from researchers

	from the Bio-Complex Laboratory in the Department of Computer Sciences at

	Florida Institute of...
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Adobe Creative Suite 6 Production Premium Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	 


	The tools for creating and broadcasting a professional-quality video have never

	been as accessible as they are today, thanks to more affordable and powerful

	recording equipment and computers, broadband Internet, and user-friendly

	software.





	The Adobe® Creative Suite® 6...
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Project managementAcademica, 2009


	Project management is a rapidly growing focus discipline

	within most businesses and organizations, binding the opti-

	mal way of operating and managing projects is a continuous

	challenge. It might involve fine-tuning work methods, clarifying

	roles and simplifying project reporting, or visualizing progress

	through the...
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